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The present invention relates to a rack or support for 
small hand tools and the like, and more particularly to 
a one-piece, metal sheet ‘bent to provide a channel having 
vertically aligned, tool-receiving openings. 

According to the present invention, a tool holder is 
provided in the form of a one-piece metal sheet bent to 
form a channel having a vertical bottom wall and hori 
zontal upper and lower side walls, a vertical ?ange ex 
tending upwardly from the upper side walls, and a lower 
?ange having a vertical portion extending downwardly 
from the lower side wall and a horizontal. portion ex 
tending forwardly from the vertical portion to provide 
a narrow ledge. 
A series of equally spaced elongated slots is formed‘ in 

the one-piece sheet, each slot having circular end portions 
of the same radius which are vertically aligned andiare 
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located substantially at the medial vertical lplaneof said . 
upper and lower side walls. The intermediate'portion ,Of ‘ 
each slot extends across said side walls‘and the bottom 
wall of said channel and has straight sideedges which 
are located in parallel transversever-tical planes, whereby 
said intermediate portion has a uniform width slightly 
less than the radius of said end portions. These slots 
provide convenient receptacles for a variety of tools in 
cluding pliers, screwdrivers, open-end'wrenches, and ‘the 
like. ‘ e ‘ 1 ~ . 

Rows of small holes are provided in the upper and 
lower side walls above the above-mentioned ledge to‘re 
ceive drills, screwdrivers, Allen wrenches, and other small 
objects. Small vertically aligned holes are also provided 
in said side, walls between the slots for receiving various 
tools and for receiving tool-Supporting hooks. .- The hooks 
may be arranged to support hammers and various other 
objectsv which are too large to ?t in the other openings 
of the tool holder- A spacer member is placedbetween 
the oneepiece tool holder and the wall to which it is ,at 
tached to provide a space between said holder and said 
well for receiving putty paint scrapers, angles. and 
similar tools. The. spacer member may be shaped‘ at 
one end, to receive an attaching screw and at its other 
end to tit on a Pegboard. ' Y 

A11 Object of the Present invention is to provide a 
simpleinexpensive rack fcrsupporting-a variety oi small 
hand tools such as pliers, Chisels, wrenches, screwdrivers, 
hammers, drills, Allen . wrenches, dividers, 
scribers, ?les, calipers, putty knives, angles, and the like. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a fas 

tening means for a toolrackwhich may be employed to 
connect the raclsgto‘ a conventional Pegboard, or which 
may be employed withssrews or similariastening means 
‘to connect the rack to’aivertical wall. 
A further object of the invention is to provide "a 

simple method‘of making atool rack from a sheet metal 
strips ‘ v ', " ' 

Other objects, uses and advantages of the invention 
"will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the 

and from ‘the drawings, following description and claims 
iawhich; - p. . q 
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Figure 1 is a fragmentary front elevational view on 
a reduced scale showing the toolrack of the present in 
vention mounted on a ?at vertical wall, a series of tools 
being shown in positions which they may occupy on the 
rack; 

Figure 2 is a top view of the rack, taken on the line 
2—2 of Fig. l, and on the same scale, with parts omitted; 

Figure 3 is a side elevational view of the rack taken 
on the line 3-3 of Fig. 1 and on a larger scale, a drill 
being shown in dot-dash lines; ' 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary front elevational view of 
the rack of Fig. l on the same scale as Fig. 3; 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view show 
ing the rack of Figs. 1 to 4 mounted on a conventional 
Pegboard; and 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary plan view of the ?at metal 
sheet used to form the tool rack of Figs. 1 to 5. 

Referring more particularly to the drawings, which 
are drawn substantially to scale. and in which like parts 
are identi?ed by the same numerals throughout the sev 
eral views, Figs. 1 to 4 show a tool holder or toolrack A 
which is formed from a ?at rectangular sheet a of steel, 
aluminum, or other suitable metal. This metal sheet, 
which is shown in Fig. 6, is bent so as to have a uniform 
cross-sectional shape as indicated in Fig. 3 and so as to 
provide a channel having ?at upper and lower side walls 
1 and 2 and a ?at vertical bottom wall ‘3. The metal 
sheet is also bent to form an upwardly extending ?at 
vertical ?ange 4 extending upwardly from the inner end 
of the wall 1 and to form‘a ?ange of L-shaped cross 
section extending downwardly from the inner end of the 
wall '2. The latter ?ange has a ?at supporting portion 
5 located in the same vertical plane as the ?ange 4 and 
a ?at portion 6 which extends horizontally outwardly to 
form a narrow ledge. Y 

;. Before the sheet a is bent, it is cut to'form a row of 
regularly‘ spaced parallel slots 8 having straight side 
edges 9 parallel to the straight side edges of the sheet a 
and having circular end edges 10 with centers of curva 
ture. located along two lines parallel to the straight side 
edges of the sheet a. provides a series of narrow 
elongated slots of dumbbell shape having enlarged circu 
lar openings 11 at its opposite ends arranged in parallel 
rows. Alseriesof, small holes 12, 13,14 and 15 are cut 
in the the sheet a in four straight rows parallel to the 
rows, of large holes 11 and parallel to the side edges of 
the sheet a as indicated in Fig. 6. At least two holes 16 
are also provided in the sheet a to provide openings for 
receiving the spacer rods 01‘ the attaching screws. 
At least two spacer rods 17 are provided with each 

toolrack for supporting the rack and/ or spacing the rack 
from the vertical wall to which it is attached. This spacer 
rod is formed irom a metal rod, preferably of uniform 
circular cross section, which is bent to the shape indicated 
in Figs. 4 and 5, which are drawn substantially to scale. 
The rod has a long straight portion 18 with a length 
greater than the distance between the horizontal portions 
1 and 6 and has end portions bent to different shapes. 
.Qne, end portion 19 is bent to an arcuate shape to 

provide an eye for receiving an attaching screw, the end 
edge of the rod at 19 preferably being spaced 2. small 
‘fraction of aninch from the straight portion 18 so that 
the portion 19 may be employed as a hook for support~ 
ing key‘ rings or other objects.‘ 
The opposite end of the spacer rod 17 is generally 

'S-shaped and has a short horizontal portion 20 of a 
length to extend through the opening '16 in the ?ange 4, 
.ashort vertical portion 21 with a length corresponding - 

o to the distance between the adjacent edges of the hole 
16 and the ?ange 4, a longer horizontal portion 22 paral 
lel to the portion 20 and-extending in the opposite direc 
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tion a distance corresponding to the length of the portionw 
20 plus the thickness of a conventional Pegboard, and a 
short upwardly extending vertical portion 23 for engag 
ing the back face of a conventional Pegboard as indi 

cated in Fig. 5. . _v I r j The spacer rod 17 is shaped so that it may readily he 

slipped through the hole 16 and mounted on or removed,’ 
from a channel-shaped metal sheet. The opposite end 
portions of the spacer rod are bent in the-same plane 
so that the spacer rod may lie ?at against a ?at vertical 
wall as shown in Fig. 3. This permits the end portion 
19 to be mounted on an attaching screw 25, as indicated. 
in Figs. 1 to 4, to serve as a spacer between the toolrackj 
and the vertical wall to which it is attached. .If it is 
desired to support the tool holder on a conventional 
Pegboard 26 having a series of regularly spaced holes '27 
therein, the end portion 19 is located belowetghe ledge 6_ 

. . 4 

When the sheet a is bent to the cross-sectional shape 
shown in Figs. 3 ‘and 5, the circular edges v10 of each 
slot 8 are in vertical alinement and the side edges 9 are 
located in two parallel vertical planes. Each hole 12 is 
located in the upper sidewall 1 in vertical alignment 
with one of the holes 13 located in the lower side wall 2 
directly above the ledge'6._ vThe aligned holes 12 and 
13 are adapted to receive a small article, such as a drill, 
as shown in Fig. 3, the imperforate ledge 6 limiting the 
downward movement-of the articles. - 
The small holes 12 and 13 may, therefore, be used to 

support drills, .Allen wrenches, ?les, scribers and other 
small tools which "are ‘often misplaced because of their 

_ small size. Each of’. the small {holes 14 is located in the 
15 

and the opposite end portion is inserted through one of . _ 
the holes ‘16 and one of the holes 27 as indicated in Fig. 5, 
the Wall engaging portion 23 of the spacer rod 17 holding 
the toolracks securely in position. , 
The toolrack of the present invention may be. made 

by a very simple inexpensive method which does not 
require expensive machinery and whichris practical for a 
small, shop. According to this method a rectangular 
steel sheet a is provided having a length of about 18 to 
20 inches, a width of about 8 to 10 inches, and a thick 
ness of about, .03 to .05 inch. A punch and die are 
provided'which in each operation cut two largeholes .11 
with a. diameter of about 0.7 to 0.8 inch and ,fourvholes 
12 to 15 having a diameter of about 0.3 to 0.4 inch. 
The centers of said four small holes are. located ina 
straight line parallel to the line of centers of the two holes 
.1171, and are preferablyregularly. spaced. The punch, 
therefore, cuts six holes only each time it is moved into 
and outrof the die. . . . ., _ .. .; 

. According to the present invention, a sheet aisp'erfoi 
rated by advancing the same longitudinally adistancelof 

' ‘about 1.5 to 2 inches each time the punch is reciprocated 
: so that six straight parallel rows of equally longitudinally 
spaced holes are .formed throughout the length of the 
sheet a parallel to the side edges. of the sheet. ' The dis 
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front portion of the upper side wall 1 in vertical align 
ment with a small hole 15 located in the front portion of 
the lower side wall 2. The holes 14 and 15 are located 
midway between theslots 8 as indicated in Fig. 2. Al 
though these holes do not have any ledge, similar to 
the ledge ‘6, to assist in supporting articles, they are nev 
ertheless useful for supporting many tools such as 
punches, icepicks, and screwdrivers, which have enlarged 

. heads or handles .to limit the downward movement of the 
articles. 

These small holes also may be used to receive hooks 
29 of the type shown in Fig. 3, having a vertical attach 
ing portion 30, a short horizontal portion 31, and an 

; arcuate supporting portion 32. Each of the books 29 

30 
preferably is formed from a rod of circular cross section 
having a diameter preferably less than the lradiusof the 
holes114<and 1'5 so that it is inexpensive to make. The 
hooks are readily mounted by inserting the vertical at 

i taching portion 30through a pair of vertically aligned 

35 
holes. 14 and 15. e A pair of hooks may be located on 
opposite sides of oneslot 8 as indicated in Fig. l to pro 
vides support for a hammer 34, the handle of the hammer 
being located between the hooks and the forwardly and 

" . rearwardly. projecting portions of the metal hammer 

40 
head resting on-the supporting portions 32. It will be 
apparent that the books 29 may be arranged in various 

7 ways to support articleswhich are too large to be sup 

tance from the line of centers of one row ofw'large holes ' 
11 to the line of centers of the adjacent rowof small 
holes 12 is preferably in the neighborhood "of oneinch 
and is the same as the distance from said ?rstvmentioncd 
.line of centers. to the 1line of centers of the small holes 14; 

45 

The lines of centers of the small holes 13 "and 15 ‘are I 1’ 
spacedfrom the adjacent line ofcenters of’the- other 
row oflargeholes 11 by the same distance: The dis 
tance fromthe line of centers of one row of' holes 1I~to 
one side edge of the sheet a is preferably about one inch 
less than the .distance from the ‘line of centers of'the 
other row of holes 11 to the other side edge of the sheet 
as indicated generally in Fig. 6. This arrangement of 
the large holes is necessary to provide the extra material 
for the narrow ledge 6 which preferably has a uniform 
.width of about 0.7 to 0.9 inch. ’ -' > -' - - ' 

After the large and small holes have been cut'in the 
sheet a, material is'removed between each pair of later 
ally aligned holes-1'1 to form narrow rectangular slots 

1 having side edges 9 parallel to the end edges of thesheet 
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ported in the'openings of the metal sheet. It is, there 
fore, possible to support pipe wrenches, hacksaws, metal 
shears and various other large tools. 
~ - It will be apparent how a variety of different tools may 
besupportedby the toolrack of the present invention. 
.tAs .shown in Fig. 1 a pair of pliers may be supported 
.in a pairhof adjacent slots 8 by inserting each handle 
"of the pliers into the vertically aligned holes 11 of a 
:slot 8. A conventional open-end wrench 36, having a 
shank with a width less than the distance between the 
side edges 9 of one slot 8 may be inserted into that slot 
and rotated 90-degrees to the position shown in Fig. 1 
‘sorthat the wrench is securely supported. A drill 37 is 

' easily supported by'insertion into a pair of vertically 
aligned holes 12 and 13 so that it rests on the ledge 6, 
Allen wrenches and other small objects being supported 
in a similar manner. A putty knife 38 is easily sup 
ported by inserting the blade between the ?ange 4 and 
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a, each of these slots having the same uniform width ' " 
which is slightly less than the radius of the holes ll-and 
preferably is about 0.3 to 0.4 inch. The edges 9 may 
be cut with a punch and die, after forming’ all of'the 

65 

circular holes by means of a reciprocating punch, by ~_ 
advancing the sheet a in equal increments, as during 
forming of the circular holes. _As herein shown each of 
the slots 8 has the shape of a dumbbell and has an overall 
length of about 4.3 inches, one end of each slot 8 being 

70; 

spaced'about 1.6inches fromjone side edge of the sheet , ' 
in‘ and theother end of the slotvbeing spaced about 2.6 7 ' 

‘111071165, fromothe' othenside edge ,of the sheet. ._ .1; 1.1 75 

the wall or board to which the‘ toolrack is attached, the 
handle of this tool limiting-the downward movement so 
.that- the tool'is securely held in position. 
- -It be apparent that angles, squares, scrapers, and 
‘other tools having?at blades, or the like, of a size to 
?t behind the ?ange 1' may also be supported. The spacer 
:member 17 serves to‘ space the sheet from the wall 
‘whether the spacer in Fig. 3 or as in 
Fig. 5. . Y . .. 

the spaeermembers are used on a Pegboard as 
indicated in’ Fig. 5, the end portions 19 of the spacer 
members at opposite ends of the toolholder are .in hori 
zontal alignment and may be used to support a rod hav 

an external diameter less than the ‘internal diameter 
of the end portions 19 and ‘having a length greater 
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the’distance of two spacer members 17'. desired, 
more than two spacer members 17 may be provided and 
two of these may- be mounted‘close together on. the 
Pegboard so. that short rods may be supported. 

It will be understood that the above description is 
by way of illustration rather than limitation and that, 
in accordance with the provisions of the patent statutes, 
variations and modi?cations of the speci?c devices dis 
closed herein may be made without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. 
Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. A tool support for pliers, drills, chisels, wrenches, 

screw drivers, putty knives, hammers, and other hand 
‘tools, comprising a one~piece rectangular metal sheet 
formed to provide an upper vertical ?ange adapted for 
mounting on a vertical wall, an upper ?at supporting 
wall extending horizontally outwardly from the bottom 
end of said ?ange, an intermediate wall extending down 
wardly from the outer end of said upper wall, a lower 
?at supporting wall extending horizontally inwardly from 
the‘ bottom end of said intermediate wall, a ‘lower verti 
cal ?ange extending downwardly from the inner end of 
said lower supporting wall and located in the same ver 
tical plane as said upper ?ange, said lower ?ange hav 
ing an outwardly projecting horizontal end portion pro 
viding a short ledge below said ‘lower supporting wall, 
a series of small circular holes arranged in rows in said 
upper and lower supporting walls directly above said 
ledge, each of the holes in the upper supporting wall 
being vertically aligned with one ofvthe holes in the 
lower supporting wall, said metal sheet being formed 
throughout its length with a series of regularly spaced 
parallel slots of the same size extending between said 
upper and lower supporting walls perpendicular to the 
side edegs of themetal sheet, each of said slots having 
enlarged circular end portions in said supporting walls 
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and a straight intermediate portion with a uniform width - 
less than the diameter of said circular portions, the cir 
cular portions of the slots in the upper Supporting wall 
being verticallyaligned withrthe circular portions of the 
slots in the lower supporting wall, and a separate spacer 
rod adapted for spacing said upper ?ange of said tool 
support from said vertical wall to provide thereby .a nar 
row tool-receivingclcarway extending substantially the 
full length and width of each' ?ange. 
' ' 2; In a tool holder comprising a one-piece metal sheet 
formed to provide a channel with generally horizontal 
upper and lower side walls joined by a vertical wall and 
to provide upwardly and downwardly extending ?anges 
at the ends of said upper and lower walls, said upwardly 
extending ?ange connected ‘to the end of the upper side 
wall opposite the vertical wall and said downwardly ex 
tending ?ange connected to the end of the lower side 
wall opposite the vertical wall, the combination there 
with of a one-piece spacer rod having a straight vertical 
portion engaging both of said ?anges, a curved eye por 
tion at one end of the rod, and an attaching part at the 
other end of the rod, said rod being bent in only one 
plane, said attaching part having a U-shaped portion hav 
ing one leg thereof extending horizontally forwardly 
toward said vertical wall through the upwardly extend 
ing ?ange and another leg extending rearwardly over 
said ?ange, the rearwardly extending leg having a verti 
cal end portion, and a vertical board having regularly 
spaced holes therein and having a ?at front face en 
gaging said straight vertical portion, said rearwardly ex 
tending leg of the U-shaped portion also extending hori 
zontally rearwardly through one of the holes in said 
board, said vertical end portion engaging the rear face 
of said board to hold the rod securely in position. 

3. A tool support for pliers, drills, chisels, wrenches, 
screw drivers, putty knives, hammers, and other hand 
too-ls, comprising a one-piece rectangular ‘metal sheet 
formed to provide an upper vertical ?ange, anupper ?at 
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supporting wall extending horizontally outwardly from 
the bottom end of said ?ange, an intermediate wall ex: 
tending downwardly from the outer end of said upper 
wall, a lower ?at supporting wall extending horizontally 
inwardly from the bottom end of said intermediate wall, 
and a ‘lower vertical ?ange extending downwardly from 
the inner end of said lower supporting wall and located 
in the same vertical plane as said upper ?ange, said 
lower ?ange having an outwardly projecting horizontal 
end portion providing a short ledge below said lower 
supporting wall, a series of small circular holes arranged 
in rows in said upper and lower supporting walls di 
rectly above said ledge, each of the holes in the upper 
supporting wall being vertically aligned with one of the 
holes in the lower supporting wall, said metal sheet being 
formed throughout its length with a series of regularly 
spaced parallel slots of the same size extending between 
said upper and lower supporting walls perpendicular to 
the side? edges of the metal sheet, each of said slots hav 
ing enlarged circular end portions in said supporting 
walls and a straight intermediate portion with a uniform 
width less than the diameter of said circular portions, 
the circular portions of the slots in the upper support 
ing wall being vertically aligned with the circular por 
tions of the slots in the lower supporting wall, said upper 
?ange being rigidly mounted on a vertical wall, and a 
separate spacer rod located between said vertical wall 
and said upper ?ange to provide a narrow tool-receiving 
clearance space extending substantially the full length 
and width of each ?ange. Y 

4. A tool support for pliers, drills, chisels, wrenches, 
screw drivers, putty knives, hammers, and other hand 
tools, comprising a one-piece rectangular metal sheet 
formed to provide an upper vertical ?ange, an upper ?at 
supporting wall extending horizontally outwardly from 
the bottom end of said ?ange, an intermediate wall ex 
tending downwardly from the outer end, of said upper 
wall, a lower ?at supporting wall extending horizontally 
inwardly from the bottom end of ‘said intermediate wall, 
and a lower vertical ?ange extending downwardly ‘from 
the inner end of said lower supporting wall and located 
in the same vertical plane as said upper ?ange, said lower 
?ange having an outwardly projecting horizontal end por 
tion providing a short ledge below said lower supporting 
wall, a series of small circular holes arranged in rows 
in said upper and lower supporting walls directly above 
said ledge, each of the holes in the upper supporting wall 
being vertically aligned with one of the holes in the lower 
supporting wall, said metal sheet being formed through 
out its length with a series of regularly spaced parallel 
slots of the same size extending between said upper and 
lower supporting walls perpendicular to the side edges of 
the metal sheet, each of said slots having enlarged circu 
lar end portions in said supporting walls and a straight 
intermediate portion with a uniform width’ less than the 
diameter of said circular portions, the circular portions 
of the slots in the upper supporting wall being vertically 
aligned with the circular portions of the slots in the lower 
supporting wall, said upper ?ange rigidly mounted on a 
vertical wall and a separate spacer rod located therebe 
tween, said vertical wall comprising a thin board having 
a multiplicity of holes therein, said upper ?ange having a 
small hole therein, said spacer rod comprising a metal 
attaching rod engaging said upper and lower ?anges and 
said vertical wall and extending outwardly through the 
hole in the upper‘?ange, inwardly over the upper ?ange 
and through one of the holes in said board and upwardly 
behind said board. _ 

5. In a tool holder comprising a one-piece metal sheet 
formed to provide a channel with generally horizontal 
upper and lower side walls joined by a vertical wall to 
provide upwardly and downwardly extending ?anges at 
the ends of said upper and lower walls, said upwardly 
extending ?ange connected to the end of the upper side 
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wall‘ opposite the vertical wall and said downwardly ex 
tending ?ange connected to the end of the lower side 
wall opposite the vertical wall, the combination there 
with of 'a one-piece spacer rod having an eye portion at 
vone end, and a vertical base wall, said eye portion of 
the spacer rod being adapted vfor location between said . 
upwardly extending ?ange and the base wall to space the 
upwardly extending ?ange vaway from the base wall when 
the tool holder is secured thereto to thereby provide a 
narrow‘ tool-receiving clearwayv substantially the entire 
length‘ of the upwardly extending ?ange. . 

6. In a tool holder comprising acne-piece metal sheet 
formed to provide a channel with, generally horizontal 
upper and lower side walls joined by'a vertical walland 
to provide upwardly and downwardly extending ?anges 
at the ends of said upper and lower walls, said upwardly 
extending ?ange connected to the end of the upper side 
wall opposite the vertical wall and said downwardly ex: 
tending ?ange connected to the end, of the lower sidewall 
opposite the vertical wall, the combination therewith of 
a one-piece spacer rod having a straight vertical portion 
engaging both of said ?anges and having a generally 
U-shaped attaching portion at one end thereof, said rod 
beingv bent in only one plane and the U-shaped portion 
having one leg thereof extending horizontally forwardly 
toward said vertical wall through the upwardly extending 
?ange and another leg extending rearwardly over said 
?ange, the rearwardly extending leg having a vertical end 
portion, and a vertical boardhaving regularly spaced 
holes therein and having a ?at front face engaging said 
straight vertical portion, said rearwardly extending leg of 
the U-shaped portion also extending horizontally rear 
wardly through one of the holes in said board, said verti 
cal end portion engaging the rear ‘face of said boardto 
hold the rod securely, in position. , , , , 

-7 7. *A'tool support-for pliers, drills, chisels, wrenches, 
screw drivers, putty knives, hammers, and other hand 
tools, comprising a one-piece rectangular metal sheet 
formed-to provide an upper vertical ?ange, an upper ?at 
supporting wall extending horizontally outwardly from 
the-bottom end of said ?ange, an intermediate wall ex 
tending ‘downwardly, from the outer end of said upper 
.wall, a lower ,?at supporting wall extending horizontally 
inwardly from the bottom end of said intermediate wall, 
and a lower vertical ?ange extending downwardly'irom 
the inner end of said lowersupporting wall and located 
in the same vertical plane as said upper ?ange, said lower 
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?ange having an outwardly projecting horizontal end por 
tion providing a short ledge below saidlower supporting 
wall, a series of small circular holes arranged in rows in 
said upper and lower supporting walls directly above-said 
ledge,v each of the holes in the upper supporting wall 
being vertically aligned with one of the holes in;the lower 
supporting wallsaid'metal sheet being formed'through 
out its‘ length with a series of regularly spaced- parallel 
slots of‘ the same size extending between said upper and 
lower supporting walls perpendicular to the side edges 
of the metal sheet, each'of said slots having enlarged 
circular end , portions , in said supporting walls and a 
straight, intermediate portion with a uniform width less 
thanthe diameter of said circular portions, the circular 
portions of the slots in the upper supporting wall being 
vertically aligned with the ‘circular portions of the slots 
in the lower supporting wall, said upper ?angebeing 
rigidly mounted on a vertical wall, and a spacer member 
located between said vertical mounting wall and said 
upper andlower ?anges to provide a narrow tool-receiv 
ing clearance space extending substantially the full length 
and width of each ?ange. ' _ 
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